
































  



 
















 




            



 









































 
















 




            



  





























 



 
















 




            



 


	CheckBox1: Off
	CheckBox2: Off
	CheckBox3: Off
	Text1: PATRICK DEVINE - SSN Fidelity Mortmain Vesselc/o Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta1000 Peachtree Street NEAtlanta, Georgia 30309-4470phone # (404) 498-7221
	Text2: 0610-0014-6 
	Text3: XX-XXXXXXX
	Text4: PATRICK DEVINE - FOREIGN GRANTOR TRUSTc/o PATRICK DEVINE PRIVATE BANK - E & T
	Text5: 18463 - 208th Avenue
	Text6: Sigourney, Iowa, 52591-8236
	Text7: SSN Fidelity Mortmain Vessel - # XXXXXXXXX
	Text9: 11,200,000.00
	Text10: 
	Text11: The fully funded Commercial Fidelity Credit Policy is to be Liquidated and Given over to the Patrick Devine FGT - Private Bank
	Text12: This Private Banking Estoppel "Dated Abandonment - 03/02/1949" Action stands over the Commercial Public Banking Maritime "SSN Mortmain Vessel" and is Addressed in both the USC Title 46, chapter 573 and the 1868 - Statutes at Large "Expatriation Act". As this Estoppel Action is a FOREIGN GRANTOR TRUST - Private Bank to Public Bank "Letter of Credit" Revocation Transaction and it is now required that the Fidelity Policy is to be Liquidated and Restored to this Private Bank within 3 Days of this Notice by its Dated Delivery Acceptance.
	Text8: XX-XX-XXXX


